HAVE YOU HEARD?

Workday is changing its user interface in January

interface noun
IN·TER·FACE | \\ˈIN-TƏR-FĀS\
abbreviation: UI
Defn: The point at which human users interact with a computer, website, or application. The goal of an effective UI is to make the user's experience easy and intuitive, requiring minimum effort to receive maximum desired outcome.

A SMARTER SEARCH
Workday's Search capabilities will be enhanced to provide more expansive and detailed results.

MEET YOUR NEW HOME PAGE, FEATURING...
• More convenient access to your most frequently used apps
• Streamlined viewing of tasks with due dates
• Prominent displays of assigned or pending transactions and critical information

WORKDAY ASSISTANT
Workday Assistant is a new help tool to guide casual Workday users through basic self-service tasks such as entering time off and updating contact information.

More details coming soon!
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